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FD5 %I5 AM 
A Navel Method For Optical Subcarrier Label 
Generation 
J. Zhang, N. Chi, P. Holm-Nielsen, C. Peucheret, 
P. leppesen, Technical University afDenmark, 
Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark, Emoil: jz@com.dru.dk. 
We propose a novel architecNre for an optical 
subcarrier label transmitter. An optical signal con- 
sistine of a IOGbIs aavlaad and a 156Mbls label 
was generated, and lis berformaice was &iluated 
in a transmission link 
1. Introduction 
All optical label switching implements the packet 
routing end forwarding hrnctions of multiprotocol 
label switching (MPLS) directly in the optical 
layer, which is a promising technology for the 
next generation wavelength division multiplex- 
ing (WDM) networks. Several optical labeling 
methods have been proposed [1]-[4], and the opti- 
CBI subcarrier label has been demonstrated as an 
efficient solution. 
Regarding to the different generation schemes of 
the optical subcamer label, the optical packet can 
be labeled electro-optically in a differential Mach- 
Zehnder modulator [I] [3], or optically in an opti- 
cal multiplexer [I]. The fanner one is simple to 
implement, but it introduces interference between 
the packet and label through intermodulation dis- 
tortion. The latter overcomeS some of the disad- 
vantages, however, it requires narrowbandwidth 
filtering using birefringent devices, thus increas- 
ing the complexity of the transmitter, Both 
schemes also require the analogue W mixers to 
perform the subcamer multidexina. which 
increase the System cost and complexity. 
In this paper, we propose and experimentally 
demonstrate a navel method 10 nnticallv label the 
optical baseband packet by us& the &ier sup- 
pression technique. Unlike the previous designs, 
it  permits an arbitrruy label IO payload power 
ratio, and doesn't introduce any penalty to bath 
label and payload in principle. The generated sig- 
nal Consists of a IOGbIs payload and B 156Mbis 
label, and its performance was evaluated in a 
Label Infomallon 
Payload Irkormallon 
Fig. 1. The proposed architechre of the optical label trammitter (HC: hybrid coupler EDFA: erbium- 
doped fiber amplifier ATT: attenuator S M F  single mode fiber DCF: dispersion compensating fiber 
OADM optical addldrop multiplexer) 
IDetectorl I IDetector21 
Fig. 2. The experimental seNp for labeled signal transmission over 5 0 h  SMF 
50km standard single-mode-fiber (SMF) trans- 
mission link. 
2. Operation Principle 
A -chcmaiii diagmr uf rhe propJ,ed optcal label 
wa"ner IJ rhoum in F:r! I In this " m e r .  the 
output ofa  continuous-w&e laser is split through an 
optical coupler. The payload information is directly 
tor driven bi a radio-!kquency (W) clock genera- 
tor. This modulator was specially confirmred to 
~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~ 
bands G i g  a can~enn&al intensity modulator. As 
the generated label doesn't have the optical carrier 
label and payload Fan be controlled mdeyrendendy, 
3. Eaperimeotsl Sehlp and Results 
Our experimental seNp is shown in Fig. 2. A dual- 
a m  LiNbO3 MZ modulator, which has a 3dB mod- 
ulation bandwidth of 15GHz and 3.5dB belt ion 
loss, was configured to paform the canier-sup- 
pressed modulation in the h'ansmilter. The DC bias 
difference for two arms is exactly equal to the swing 
v o l q e  V, A RF clock at 15GHz was applied to a 
hybrid coupler whose two oulputs have z phase shifl 
with respect to each other. These two outputs then 
drove this modulator to perform the modulation. The 
other two MZ modulators functioned as intensity 
modulators to impress the IOGbIs payload and 
156Mbls label information separately. An optical 
attenuator was inserted in the payload arm to adjust 
the relative power ratio. The generated signal at 
155oKn WBS then transmitted over 50km S M F  and a 
matching length of dispersion compensating fibet 
(DCF). To optimize bath the payload and label 
receivers' performance, the input power to the fiber 
was set to 10dBm. At the end of transmission l i  
two fiba-Bragg-phg(G) based Optical-addl 
drop-multiplexers (OADM) - used for the 
extraction of the payload and label from the trans- 
milled signals. The edge of the first OADM transfer 
function was selected to he located between the 
wavelength ofone sideband and theca". In such a 
way, this sideband with label infomatian was 
dropped and input to the optical receiver for bit error 
ratio *sling, the other sideband and the d e r  was 
transferred to the second OADM, whose bansfer 
function edge was located beween them. In this 
way, the d e r  with the payload information was 
dropped by the second OADM and then input to 
auluUler c m r  detector for oerformance evaluation. 
AS shown in Fig. 3 (a),ihe carrier component in 
the optical label spectrum is greatly suppressed. 
The power ratio ofcamer 10 sideband is measured 
to be below -32dB, which ensured that no modu- 
lation distortion was added to the payload. In the 
transmitter, the label (one-sideband) to payload 
power ratio could be adjusted by the attenuator, 
and was set as 5dB for the transmission System 
optimization, as shown in Fig. 30) .  At the 
receiver node. one sideband label was extracted 
ml 
L - .- - 
--. .
5 
m= -.. 
The comparison of the eye-di&aks of ihk label m c  m.:. and payload before multiplexing and after trans- 
mission and extraction are given in Fig. 4. The 
BER curves in Fig. 5 show that the penalties 
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Fig. 3. Spectra of (a) the generated label with 
the suppressed carrier 
Fig. 3. (b) the generated signal consisting of pay- 
load and label 
: : : :  
Fig. 3. (c) the extracted label afler fmt OADM 
I_ ._  3PB.,m a,i- I.ld_Bi(il 
Fig. 3. (d) the payloid with the residual label afler 
second OADM. 
induced by the labeling and transmission are 
about 0.3dB for both the label and payload. "1 c m  - -- - ~- -- 
=a 
(a) 2nsidiv 
. . -. . . .. . . . . . -. . . . . . . - .  . .
, 
[b) 2neidiv 
(c) 25psldiv 
(d) 25psidiv 
Fig. 4. Eye-diagrams of (a) original label before 
multiplexing @) extracted label (c) original pay- 
load before multiplexing (d) extracted payload. 
4~ . L.*.lb.ii.,o.b.ri 
I ,  , , , ,  , , , , ,  , 
4 0  -3 -28 -31  ~ 1 8  -35 .a4 x 3 1  
inp"tPa*er(dBm, 
Fig. 5 .  Measured BER C W ~ S  
4. Conclusions 
156Mbi;label, andshows good ~e;fdrmmance in a 
5 O h  transmission link 
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CDMA Networks Using a PPLN Waveguide 
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We demonstrate all-optical wavelength and 
time code conversion for 0-CDMA networks at 
2.5-Gbids with 10-Gchipis. Difference-frequency 
generation provides wavelength-shifting and fiber- 
Bragg gratings inmduce cyclic time-shifts to the 
incoming code, generating a new timelwavelength 
code with less than 0.7-dB power penalty 
1. 2-D OCDMA networks utilizing eode-eon- 
verlers 
There has recently been much renewed interest in 
optical code-division-multiple-access (0-CDMA) 
due 10 its potential for enhanced data security and 
spectral efficiency, especially when considering 
the fine granularity of traffic in local-z.rea.net. 
works (LANs) [i,ii]. However, a key drawback for 
0-CDMA has been the necessity of generating, 
propagating, and detecting extremely short chip 
times (i.e the time- domain subdivisions of B bit) 
such that there are sufficient orthogonal codes [iii]. 
One approach for alleviating the small chip time has 
been the inlduction of a twrrdimensional 0- 
CDMA architecm, in which each bit is sub- 
divided into a combination of chip times and a dis- 
crete set of wavelengths [iv, VI. Even with a time/ 
wavelength approach, a reasonable number ofwave- 
lengths and chip times cannot accommodate many 
simultaneous USETS. Therefore, it may be af peat 
value for an 0-CDMA network to reuse a f ~ t e  s t 
of2-D codes across different p m  of the nenvork 
Moreover, such code re-use, which is analogous to 
wavelength reuse in a WDM network, should be 
reconfgurable in order to account far changing &- 
tic panems and to alleviate congestion. 
In general, a 2-D code convener would need to 
redistribute the optical energy in both dimensions, 
namely, the chip times and the wavelengths. A 
brute-farce electronic approach for code conver- 
sion would be to decode the 0-CDMA signal 
using autocorrelation and threshold detection, 
change the code in the electronic domain, and 
then re-encode the data on an optical signal [vi]. 
A potentially mme rapid, efficient and transparent 
approach for high-data-rate signals is to perfarm 
the code conversion in the optical domain. 
Although there were generic demonstrations of 
all-optical wavelength conversion for wavelength 
routing in WDM networks and separate demon- 
strations of all-optical time shifting far time slot 
routing in TDM networks [vii], there has been no 
reported demonstration of an all-optical 0- 
CDMA 2-D code converter. 
We demonstrate all-optical, wavelength and 
time, code conversion for OCDMA networks at 
a user data rate of 2.5 GbiUs with 4 chlpslbit 
and 2 wavelengthsicode. Difference frequency 
generation (DFG) in a periodically-poled lithium- 
niobate (PPLN) waveguide enables wavelength 
conversion [viii] and fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) 
are used to provide cyclic time shifls [vii] to the 
incoming code to generate a new timeiwavelength 
code. We also demonstrate switching of input 
frames to code-converted frames to resolve code 
contention between 2 LANs sharing the same par- 
ticular code. Our technique for code conversion 
introduces less than 0.7 dB power penalty. 
2. Timdwavelength 0-CDMA struet~re and 
code conversion 
Figure 1 explains the method of our timelwave- 
length 2-D 0-CDMA code conversion. Intercon- 
nectivity between multiple 0-CDMA LAN8 can 
be made eficient by incorporating code re-use. To 
provide this functionality, B code convener acts as 
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